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Overview

Challenge

Government agencies continue to face a growing level of
accountability and an increasing number of requirements around how
to streamline information management and how to mine data – both
structured and unstructured, from archives and newly created
documents.

The pressure to modernize outdated information management
systems and reduce data gaps is becoming more substantial. Legacy
systems rarely include capabilities necessary to automate access to
complex data held within the wide-variety of documents commonly
seen throughout governmental departments and agencies. Traditional
workflow automation software can often leave behind immense
amounts of unstructured data that is locked within documents due to
the underutilization of advanced recognition capabilities and costly
manual labor traditionally required to key.

As it stands today, governments across the state, local and federal
levels have an increasing volume of information that resides in both
their active and archived file systems and are faced with turning
previously underutilized information into actionable data, allowing for
transparency and a more efficient, complete digital records
management system. Strides in technology continue to be made
within these niches, allowing the agency to take advantage of new
developments and also continue to remain focused on optimizing
data intelligence. In order to conform to regulations and abide by
budgets, agencies must develop and work within their
comprehensive digital transformation strategies to create and
implement a streamlined and more updated workflow.
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In order for agencies to capitalize on this trapped data for streamlined
analytics programs and improved overall intelligence, the right
combination of software must be leveraged, working to overcome
budget and time restraints.
Since documents throughout government agencies vary in complexity
and can consist of varying languages, formats, writing styles, and
content, the software chosen must be scalable and able to address
data and document variances. To be most efficient and speed
processing, this software must also assist agencies in both
categorically classifying and indexing data, as well as allowing access
to the information found within. Not only will this increase access to
data, but it will reduce manual labor and increase privacy.
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Solution
A successful digital strategy must address the gaps found in the document
conversion process before moving forward with any transformation. If agencies
expect to expand the scope of intelligence and improve analytics programs, data
collected must be complete and accurate. Intelligent document conversion may
be the first step in saving both time and money while improving data utility and
transparency.
A2iA’s artificial intelligence-based engines reach beyond traditional recognition
software to deliver a holistic approach to classification and analyze the
documents to be sorted in a way that is similar to how a human employee would
do so manually – by learning the layout and keywords based on a training
process.
Working within the data management solution workflow, A2iA bridges the
information gap and allows access to structured and unstructured data
embedded within previously inaccessible records that proved problematic
because of their differences. Traditional data mining tasks can be simplified and
access to more information unlocked.
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Solution (continued)
Agencies can quickly improve their automation and access to key data by employing
a2ia TextReader’s unique RNN-based technology. Allowing for both printed and
cursive text to be transcribed without the need for customization or a dictionary, this
new approach, and currently the only market-offering for cursive Arabic recognition,
enables government entities to receive a full text extraction of all data. Once
transcribed, classification and key-field extraction tools can be applied, allowing for
the output of data to be integrated into a vast number of workflows across the agency.
With these enhanced tools, agencies can more effectively leverage data to better
serve the public and also ensure transparency. A2iA’s powerful toolkits can create an
avenue for agencies to work within legacy systems, while gaining more control over
document processes and the data. This allows the agency to seamlessly modernize
and streamline back-end procedures for enhanced and expanded public-facing
services. An automated workflow also aids in privacy controls by enabling for the
distribution of the correct information to the correct people at the correct time. Without
adding additional staff, tasks can be expedited securely and automatically.
A2iA can be that trusted partner as agencies adopt a new approach for information
automation to help streamline access to all data for powerful results and immediate
access to critical information. With this data, agencies become more transparent, build
effective and secure databases, and improve overall intelligence. A2iA delivers key
tools that drive digital transformation and improve data utility, enabling government
agencies to more effectively meet proposed deadlines, both internally and externally,
regardless of whether on the state and local or federal level.
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